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Here’s a list of all the variables that need to be set if you are compiling with a supported compiler. If your build
environment uses GNU make, it should set the CC environment variable to the name of the compiler you are

using, and the CFLAGS and LINKFLAGS environment variables to your choices. Since make can understand C (and
C++) and assembler files, you should define CC as the command name of a compiler for which you have an open
compiler. in some situations, you may want to compile lammps with versions of compilers or mpi libraries different
from what is distributed with the decsoft html compiler. the decsoft html compiler includes a script that will do it.
the script is called make_gcc and you can use it to build lammps with the gcc4.8, gcc4.9, or gcc 5.3 versions of

gcc. the script depends on the install file, which you need to obtain before using the script. to support a range of
platforms, decsoft html compiler makes use of the gmp-maint project. the project supplies libraries, which can be
installed by the command sudo make install, that provide for many common low-level operations in the form of

very fast gmp-like functions. the libraries are shared among the various html compiler boards. see the readme file
that came with the program for details.
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the configure script checks
if the compiler you are

using supports the -fomit-
frame-pointer compiler
flag. if it does, then the
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optimization is enabled by
default. to disable the

optimization, add the -fno-
omit-frame-pointer flag to
the cflags variable in the

makefile. the driver for the
serial monitor is not

included in processing. this
is because the serial

monitor is not part of the
processing environment,
but it is part of arduino.

hence it is much easier to
provide the driver for a

separate program than to
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include it into processing. if
you are using a recent

arduino ide you can select
the option "serial monitor"
in the menu bar and select

"enable serial monitor".
this will cause the code
samples in this book to

automatically include the
serial monitor (as long as
you set the port to be the
serial port you are using).
for compiled sketches, the
sketch directory structure

may change when you
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compile, depending on
your c++ compiler. if you
are building a .cpp sketch
that was compiled from an
older version of the sketch

(eg. by recompiling the
sketch after adding
features), then the

compiled sketch may not
work with the current

arduino core. in that case
you will have to change the

sketch to be compatible
with the current version.
this is not always easy. if
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the sketch did not compile
before, then you can re-

compile the sketch. if it did
compile before, then you

can copy it into a new
directory and re-compile it.
for example: 5ec8ef588b
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